
Linux is Far Superior to either M$ windows or mac in Many Ways !

1. Linux is FREE. 
2. Linux is faster than any other operating system. 
3. Linux is safer and more secure than any other system. 
4. Linux powers more computers than any other operating system. 
5. Linux does not need any anti-virus program. 
6. Linux provides superior privacy. 
7. Linux is easy to use. 
8. Linux is more efficient and needs less memory & storage to work. 
9. Linux works great on older computers. 
10. Linux is far, far more reliable than either windows or mac. 
11. Linux never bogs down and never becomes sluggish over time. 
12. Linux never needs to be re-booted because it never locks up. 

. . .  I have used Linux exclusively for more than 20 years with never a crash. 

. . .  My computer has currently been running continuously 24/7 for 432 days. 
13. Linux powers almost all supercomputers in the world. 
14. Linux servers power Google, Facebook, data-centers, and most corporations. 

15. Linux is "Open Source" ~ explain the benefits of GNU/Linux. 
16. Linux does not force a EULA (End User License Agreement) on you. 
17. Linux allows you to customize your system any way you want it. 
18. Linux systems provide multiple virtual desktops. 
19. Linux allows multiple users to use the same system simultaneously. 
20. Linux offers a huge variety of interface options. 
21. Linux offers a huge inventory of thousands of FREE applications.  
22. Linux package management offers FREE world-wide repositories. 
23. Linux terminal and command line options are vastly superior to Window. 
24. Linux offers a virtually endless inventory of script libraries. 
25. Linux allows you to easily make and modify your own custom scripts. 

. . .  Bash scripting is why most programmers prefer Linux. 
26. Linux supports virtually all programming languages (C/C++, Java, Perl, etc.) 
27. Linux comes in a huge variety of different flavors or distributions. 
28. Linux even allows you to build your own custom distro. 
29. Linux allows you to customize your system any way you want it. 

. . .  with an almost infinite variety of formats, themes, icons, and more. 
30. Linux provides native support for SSH (Secure Shell) to access your web host. 
31. Linux has far superior community support . . .  and it is all FREE. 
32. Linux offers FREE online support through countless forums. 

. . .  Lots of Linux users are ready, willing, and able to help. 
33. Linux offers FREE Installfests. 
34. Linux allows you to run many windows programs via Wine = Wine Is Not Emulator

. . .  The only such program I use is Paint Shop Pro, and it works great) 
35. Libre-Office is FREE    -vs-   very expensive  M$ Word.



Compared to Linux Many Superior Features  . . .  consider these facts: 

$$$  Micro$oft windows is well known to be extremely vulnerable to malware, 
hacks, spyware, ransom-ware, trojans, identity theft, and endless forced updates 
due to never-ending new vulnerabilities. 

$$$  M$ forces software updates on you every time more M$ flaws are found. 

$$$  Windows and Mac both use forced obsolescence, and both demand 
ever-increasing minimum hardware requirements. 

$$$  M$ windows is very pricey and thus M$ imposes an M$ tax on every 
new computer that you purchase with windows pre-installed. 

$$$  M$ windows then requires you to pay extra to purchase/download/install 
an Antivirus program because of its never ending cycle of new 
vulnerabilities from its flaws, hackers, and malware. 

$$$  Micro$oft gives you zero privacy.  M$ has access into your computer 24/7/365.  
Nothing on your computer is safe from M$ seeing anything that they want to see.  
M$ collects more data than you can imagine directly off of your computer.  Even if you 
think that you opt out from sending information to Micro$oft about your data, they still 
have access to everything because you do not own your computer's operating system.  
Never forget that because of the Micro$oft EULA  M$  owns and controls your data. 

$$$  With windows:  If you install software, reboot! If you uninstall software, reboot! 
If you install a Windows update, reboot! If the system seems to slow down, reboot! 

When you switch to Linux, you own and control your privacy
and  you own  your computer's operating system . . . even though you got it . . .  FREE! 

Linux is powerful, flexible, secure, reliable, stable, easy and fun to use, and FREE. 
Unix-like Linux systems are known for running for many years without a single failure.  

Linux is FREE!  You cannot modify either windows or mac OS because its source code 
is proprietary.  The same is true for all proprietary applications running on either system.

With Linux, the source code is open source and FREE.  That means you can download 
it, own your copy, change it any way you want it, and do it all for FREE.  Some Linux 
distros charge a fee for a copy pre-installed on CD, DVD, or flash stick, or to download 
a copy; however because all Linux code is covered by a mandatory, universal GNU 
license (GNU = GNU Not Unix) you can freely copy that code and any and ALL code 
for programs and apps that runs on Linux, so all copies are always available  FREE! 

♥♥♥  www.zdnet.com/article/why-and-how-to-replace-windows-7-with-linux-mint/ 
♥♥♥  www.youtube.com/watch?v=vumkjxT0erg . . . www.  U  p  Q  uick.com/linux/linux.pdf
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